
access more

Automation for Forms that Need to Move Faster and 
More Accurately 

a2ia FieldReader features state-of-the-art recognition 
engines that have been designed with one goal in mind: 
to help businesses access more data, extract more 
actionable intelligence and produce more profitable 
returns from their document conversion and information 
automation processes.  By delivering cutting-edge  
recognition capabilities, customers around the globe 
trust a2ia FieldReader in next-generation forms  
processing solutions, across all verticals and industries.  

What truly sets a2ia FieldReader apart is its unmatched 
ability to locate, capture and classify even the most 
complex and difficult to quantify data from structured 
and semi-structured forms into readily accessible, 
searchable and reportable digital files. Our customers 
most frequently comment on the improved automation 
efficiencies and measurable results they see with A2iA 
– less document handling and lower FTE costs, faster 
processing of information and accelerated response 
times and especially, the increased value and utility they 
are able to derive from the data that’s now accessible 
and can be utilized across the organization.  

Reach Beyond Traditional Recognition Engines  

Our advanced recognition capabilities deliver the tools 
necessary to process complex forms even if they contain 
varying fields or handwritten data.  With these unique  
features, a2ia FieldReader eliminates known obstacles in 
the document workflow process such as slow processing  
times, increasing labor costs, bottlenecks, or human  
error, across any line of business. 

Let a2ia FieldReader help you reach beyond what  
traditional recognition engines offer. In addition to all types 
of characters that can appear in a field on a business form 
– letters, numbers, special characters, and checkboxes, 
a2ia FieldReader is backed by more than 25 years of 
scientific research and development.  This powerful toolkit 
utilizes our proprietary IWR (intelligent word recognition), 
OCR, and ICR engines to capture machine print through 
to full cursive handwritten words and phrases.  These 
tools are proven to increase throughput, improve  
automation and make complex documents searchable 
and reportable -- for businesses that require high- 
performance forms processing results. 
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Extracts Information in the 
Most Difficult of Situations. a2ia 
FieldReader is able to read a mix 
of capital, lowercase, handprint, 
and  cursive handwriting.

Customize Vocabularies for  
Optimal Results. The addition 
of a custom dictionary allows 
for more access and enhanced 
recognition.

Recognition in Context. a2ia  
FieldReader allows users to  
characterize the type of content 
each field is likely to contain. For 
example a date, numeric or alpha 
value. 

Recognition for All Types of Writing:

a2ia FieldReader

Constrained fields:  
alpha and/or numeric

Unconstrained fields: 
alpha and/or numeric

Check-boxes, OMR,  
radio buttons

Signature Detection

a2ia FieldReader’s Capabilities
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